PATIENT SPECIFIC CRANIOPLASTY

SkullPT, the perfect solution to your brainteasers
PATIENT SPECIFIC CRANIOPLASTY

A trauma, craniectomy, tumor or malformation may cause a cranial defect. When severe, this defect needs to be repaired by means of a cranial implant.

To tackle this challenging situation, 3D Side has created SkullPT, a patient specific implant. Safe and accurate, SkullPT delivers extremely reliable results.

How it works

1. Pre-op planning: our team of engineers works in close collaboration with your surgeon to come up with an optimal solution to repair your cranial defect. Based on your medical images, a 3D reconstruction of your skull is created. Then a custom made implant is designed and optimized.

2. Short lead time: After having received the surgeon’s approval, the Implant system and accessories are manufactured, validated and delivered within a few days for final in-hospital sterilization (best quality).

Advantages

Thanks to our innovative technique, you will benefit from:

- A safe method widely used and adopted by surgeons in Belgium
- An implant designed for you
- An extremely accurate implant offering great aesthetic results
- A highly resistant implant material, offering your brain durable and strong protection.
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